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US: OWNER OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT COMPANIES ARRESTED FOR $17 MILLION KICKBACK 

CONSPIRACY 

On 1 January, the National Law Review reported that a New York woman had been arrested for 

allegedly offering and paying illegal health care kickbacks and money laundering.  She allegedly 

offered and paid kickbacks and bribes to several purported telemedicine companies and marketing 

companies in exchange for completed doctors’ orders of medically unnecessary orthotic braces 

and continuous glucose monitors for Medicare beneficiaries. 

https://www.natlawreview.com/article/owner-durable-medical-equipment-companies-arrested-

17-million-kickback-conspiracy 

 

SPANISH POLICE FIND HUNDREDS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL ARTEFACTS AT 2 HOMES 

On 2 January, the Guardian reported that Spanish police discovered hundreds of archaeological 

artefacts as well as bone fragments believed to be up to 5,000 years old in 2 residential homes in 

the province of Alicante.  The find was “one of the largest illegal private collections in the province 

of Alicante”, police said in a statement.  The men could face charges stemming from the 

misappropriation of goods of artistic, historical, cultural or scientific value. 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/jan/02/spanish-police-find-hundreds-of-

archaeological-artefacts-at-two-homes 

 

THE WORKING CONDITIONS OF THE MARITIME ANTI-PIRACY SECURITY DETACHMENTS 

On 29 December, Superyacht News published an article looks at the maritime anti-piracy sector 

and private military security companies (PMSC) used, now that the threat levels have reduced.  It 

warns that market forces have driven the standards in parts of the industry below a safe level. 

https://www.superyachtnews.com/operations/insecurtiy-and-superyachts- 

 

NEPAL RISKS BEING ‘GREY LISTED’ FOR ABETTING MONEY LAUNDERING 

On 2 January, the Kathmandu Post reported that, following a recent field visit to Nepal as a part of 

Nepal’s mutual evaluation by the FATF-style regional body Asia Pacific Group on Money 

Laundering (APG), a senior official warned that there was a real risk of the country being put on 

the grey list because of deficiencies in both legislation and the enforcement of the laws related to 
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money laundering and terrorist financing.  Nepal was formerly on the FATF grey list from 2008 to 

2014. 

https://kathmandupost.com/national/2023/01/02/nepal-risks-being-greylisted-for-abetting-

money-laundering 

 

US: PROSECUTORS SEEK 6 YEARS IN PRISON FOR COLLEGE ADMISSIONS FRAUD MASTERMIND 

On 28 December, Yahoo News reported that federal prosecutors had asked a judge to sentence 

the mastermind of the largest college admissions fraud scheme ever uncovered to 6 years in 

prison after he helped them secure the convictions of dozens of wealthy parents including 

Hollywood celebrities.  He has admitted to facilitating cheating on college entrance exams and 

funnelling money from wealthy parents he counted as clients to corrupt coaches and athletics 

officials to secure the admission of their children as fake athletic recruits. 

https://news.yahoo.com/u-seeks-6-years-prison-003259881.html 

 

ADVANCED AI WILL MAKE SCAMS HARDER TO SPOT: HERE'S WHY 

On 2 January, the Make Use Of website published an article saying that ChatGPT, a language 

model that can generate and refine convincing text from user-provided prompts, is only one 

example of how machine learning can be both a problem and a solution.  It says that machine 

learning algorithms such as ChatGPT make life easier for potential scammers by providing 

responses in good conversational English, which can incorporate data about the target. 

https://www.makeuseof.com/advanced-ai-will-make-scams-harder-to-spot-heres-why/ 
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THE 8 FBI MOST WANTED 

On 2 January, National World published an article including photos of the 8 most wanted FBI 

targets, which include the “Cryptoqueen”, Ruja Ignatova.  One cannot help noticing that 6 of the 8 

have Latino names, while 1 has an Indian name and Ignatova is Bulgarian. 

https://www.nationalworld.com/news/crime/fbi-most-wanted-eight-fugitives-united-states-

cryptoqueen-ruja-ignatova-3971535 

 

ARMS TRANSFERS TO UKRAINE 

The Forum on the Arms Trade is intended to track developments related to transfers of weaponry 

to Ukraine, which thus far includes pledges and/or deliveries from more than 25 countries plus the 

EU.   

https://www.forumarmstrade.org/ukrainearms.html 

 

PRESIDENT BIDEN SIGNS QUANTUM CYBERSECURITY PREPAREDNESS ACT INTO LAW 

On 23 December, President Biden signed this Act into law.  The law is designed to secure the 

federal government systems and data against the threat of quantum-enabled data breaches, 

ahead of ‘Q Day’ – the point at which quantum computers are able to break existing cryptographic 
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algorithms.  It sets out a number of obligations on federal agencies to prepare their migration to 

quantum-secure cryptography.  One of the obligations is for, within 15 months of the law coming 

into effect, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) must create a strategy to manage the 

risk posed by quantum encryption, along with a report on the funding that executive agencies 

need to protect themselves. 

https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/biden-quantum-cybersecurity-law/ 
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